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The Literature of Early Modern Ireland series published by Four Courts 

Press continues to produce handsome volumes of works that are 

neglected or inaccessible, edited to a high standard, recovering and 

commenting on texts that offer unique contemporary perspectives not 

just on Ireland and Irishness, but on the influence of Irish writers more 

broadly. In his Preface the general editor of the series, Ian Campbell-

Ross, acknowledges the scholarly commitment to studies on early 

modern Ireland but also to the production of scholarly editions, 

especially at a ‘time when the very need for such critical editions is 

increasingly little understood outside of departments of English and 

related disciplines’. Indeed the high level of scholarship that stands 

behind editions of literary works — those editions on which we base our 

teaching and our research — is rarely acknowledged, but some sense of 

the kind of immersive work required might be gleaned from John Flood’s 

edition here of the works of Walter Quin. Quin’s œuvre is not only 

globally dispersed but also polyglot: he wrote in Latin, Italian and French 

as well as in English. It is also varied thematically and formally: he 

composed in both verse and prose, writing on a range of subjects 

pertinent to the Stuart monarchs.  

 Quin is principally known for his service to and literary support of 

James, the first Stuart monarch of England, but his connection to the 

Stuarts began in Scotland, prior to 1603 and the accession of James to 

the English throne. James had become aware of the work of Quin while 

he was still James VI of Scotland, appointing him to the household of his 

eldest son, Henry. After James acceded to the English throne and 

became James I of England, Quin followed him to London where he 
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remained in the service of the Stuarts until his death in 1640. Quin was 

born in Dublin c.1575. Little is certain about his early life, but it is 

known that he was educated at the Jesuit-influenced university in 

Ingolstadt, enrolling there in 1590 and studying civil and canon law. 

Flood speculates that Quin’s family may have been Catholic, which may 

account for his attendance at Ingolstadt but, as Flood notes, the 

university had some Irish connections amongst the staff and students.  

Flood manages his introductory section well, writing crisply and 

authoritatively, and giving colour particularly to the life that Quin must 

have had as a student of law in Germany in the 1590s where he would 

have been among students who were both Catholic and Protestant drawn 

in the main from Bavaria and other German states. There is no evidence 

that Quin received his degree, but he certainly moved on to postgraduate 

study from 1600 at St Mary’s College at the University of St Andrews, 

under the Calvinist rector Andrew Melville, a man who openly despised 

Jesuits, in particular. More generally, however, it seems that Catholics 

were tolerated under James VI and even at times honoured with 

positions of importance within the royal household. While Quin’s 

personal religious leanings are unclear, he married in the Anglican 

church and when he wrote about religious subjects, he did so neutrally, 

in the main discussing ‘the divine favour shown towards the royal family’ 

(22).  

Flood’s discussion of Quin’s writings is compelling and lively. He 

notes early in the Introduction that Quin’s work does not often find 

mention in histories of Irish literature while demonstrating his 

significance at a time when the corpus of Irish writing in English is quite 

small, as was the ‘corpus of printed literature by Irish authors’ (15). It 

seems especially significant — and the case is well-argued by Flood — 

that Quin is writing at a time of great political moment and tension, and 

about a matter that is fraught and incendiary. Quin’s Anagrammata in 
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nomen Jacobi sexti, written in 1595 (and extant in manuscript), greatly 

pleased the king because it asserted and supported his claim to the 

throne of England and, more, implicitly affirmed his right to rule the 

three kingdoms. It was Quin’s first collection of verse, said to have 

particularly pleased James VI also since it provided a counterpoint to A 

Conference About the Next Succession to the Crown of England, printed in 

Antwerp in the previous year, claiming the throne of England for the 

Infanta Isabella, daughter of Phillip II of Spain. The work is comprised of 

four anagrams with accompanying sonnets in English, French and 

Italian, and a long verse dialogue in French. As expected, it extols the 

virtues of James, but more important, it ‘taps into a revived Scottish 

regard for King Arthur (a genealogy of the Stuarts existed that traced 

their line back to him)’, using anagrams to transform the name of James 

into phrases that link him to Arthur (47). The work attracted attention, 

not least from James, who was said to have been delighted by it, but also 

from the agents of Robert Bowes, the English ambassador to Scotland, 

and from Robert Cecil (one of the main agents of intelligence under 

Elizabeth), who procured a manuscript of the text and who would have 

read therein a particularly unflattering depiction of himself and his 

family.  

Selections from the Anagrammata form the opening section of the 

edition of the works of Quin. Also included are selections from A Garland 

of Poems in Honour of James VI, printed in 1600 by Robert Waldegrave, 

the king’s own printer (who had been personally reprimanded by 

Elizabeth for his printing of Principis Scotio-Britannorum natalia by 

Melville in 1594). The volume has two themes: the right of James to 

succeed to the English throne, and a poetical response to the Gowrie 

Conspiracy, August 1600, that praises the king and those who came to 

his assistance. These latter verses (Flood argues that they were put 

together in a hurried response to recent events) condemn the 
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‘abominable crimes’ of the conspirators whilst interspersing praise of and 

thanks for the victory of James against them: ‘Look, unharmed victor, 

you now remain beloved, famous king … [w]ith your enemy laid before 

your feet’ (XVIII, p. 103). Flood’s volume includes works that spanned the 

rules of both James I and Charles I (there is a selection of poems from a 

1625 volume, In nuptiis principum incomparabilium, celebrating the 

marriage of Charles to Henrietta Maria, which had been preceded by 

acrimonious negotiations), and is variously, political playful (including a 

set of acrostics based on the names of James and Charles) and panegyric 

(a Receuil for Henrietta Maria).  

Flood’s editions are complete with translations of the Latin, French 

and Italian works and are based on unique manuscripts (where they 

exist) and on collations of various copies of the first edition in the case of 

printed works. His introduction is lively, detailed and accessible, and his 

presentation and discussion of the works themselves is both clear and 

informative. Included is a useful appendix of writings to and about Quin. 

The volume is a very welcome addition to a sophisticated series, offering 

compelling insights into the place of an Irishman, one with uncertain 

religious allegiance, in the complex and tension-filled landscape of royal 

power in England and Scotland. It is a model for how editorial work can 

combine with literary-historical research to create a special kind of 

window into a sometimes hard-to-reach past. I look forward to more 

publications of an equally high standard from this excellent series.  
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